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14 Dirk Road, Bullsbrook, WA 6084

Area: 20 m2 Type: Residential Land

https://realsearch.com.au/14-dirk-road-bullsbrook-wa-6084


$570,000

"They said YES to the address!!"If you missed your opportunity on this property - we may have another exclusive unlisted

property that you may love.. You only have to ask & register your interest now!Land Bank with Spectacular

Views!Stunning 20.01ha (49.44acre) property awaits it's new owners whom are keen to build their dream home nestled

amongst gorgeous valleys, or placed on the high side of the property which offers the most spectacular views across to

Perth skyline.Current building envelope is located on the level portion of the block, close to power dome & accessible for

service entrance. Taking advantage of this location - your new home would have the most spectacular scenery from every

window! The rest of your backyard will be filled with wilderness and wildlife, backing onto the National Park. With no

timeline on a build date, allowing you plenty of time to enjoy the peaceful surroundings whilst becoming close to nature

on this rare vacant 49 acres of picturesque land. Abundance of wildlife, busy birds, spectacular wildflower display in

spring, views across neighbouring dam.To appreciate the full potential of this block, you need me to show you around! The

road frontage does not give any indication of this property's beauty which includes pockets of tall trees, open pockets,

winter dam, winding tracks – but most important space… and alot of it to be enjoyed!Should you be looking for properties

within the Swan & Chittering Valley regions, then this property should be on your list.Let me show you around the land at

this address. A drive-by of the property will not give the opportunity to appreciate the landscape.Viewing by appointment

- we look forward to showcasing this property to you!Contact our LOCALRural Property ConsultantKim Johnson on 0407

089 880The particulars are supplied for information only and shall not be taken as a representation of the seller or its

agent as to the accuracy of any details mentioned herein which may be subject to change at any time without notice. No

warranty or representation is made as to its accuracy and interested parties should place no reliance on it and should

make their own independent enquiries.


